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THURS:Bills/Jets 
42, 22/19BUF -3 
BUF: 5, 15, 8, 21 
NYJ: 28, 23, 26, 30 

- Public money loves the Bills, even on the road, total going up, makes sense both teams 
exceeding their projections on a regular  

- LeSean McCoy currently getting 22 touches per game and plenty of targets 
- Again, we can exploit the Jets passing game but but hard to know where to go in the 

passing game, gotta think the best way is just Tyrod 
 
ARI/SF 
39, 20/18, ARI -2 
ARI: 27, 12, 31, 6 
SF: 25, 32, 14, 3 

- This is terrifying- Drew Stanton v CJ Beathard 
- If you want to roster AP, be my guest but I think he’s terrible. Old back attached to a bad 

offense and a bad QB 
- We could look at Fitz here possibly, but good god stanton is bad he literally has in the 

last two years a 39 and 44% completion rate 
- His best season was 2014 in which he had a 55% completion rate 
- But fitz is his favorite target 

 
Cin/Jax 
39.5, 18/21, Jax - 3.5 
CIN: 14, 14, 6, 17 
JAX: 1, 20, 1, 22 

- Jax def should be in a good spot, CIN OL alowing 9.5% adj sack rate, against teams with 
that high of a sack rate HOU and INDY JAX forced 10 sacks in each, 20 total and 5 
turnovers 

- Cincy is in trouble here, positive game script means we have a lot of fournette in the 
future  

- No Team runs more and they run 58% of the time with a lead 
- The only thing you worry about is really what happened in that LAR game, where the 

box is stacked Cinci does not allow the big play, so this could be a rough one 
- Bet the under 

 
BAL/TEN 
43, 18/24, TEN- 5.5 
BAL: 4, 26, 3, 29  
TEN: 21, 16, 18, 21, 16 

- Also gross-- TEN coming off the bye but they are going to be running the ball anyway-- 
the ravens are 5050 at stopping the run, murray beat them up but Ajayi was terrible  
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- Had one run above 15 yards and only totaled 23 yards, they also allow one of the lowest 
success rates to QBS, so mariota is in trouble here 

- If we wanted to go with the BAL passing game, that would be a --- bad choice - no team 
in the NFL has fewer passin yards per game  

- Both of these teams will run the ball over 40 percent of the time in neutral scripts and run 
a lot in positive script, but the Titans will run the ball 40% of the time even when trailing 

- If you wanted to go to the backs you have to try and project who’s going to win here 
- Let me add, one more reason to hate this game-- both teams at 4.3 adj line yards both 

lines at 5.7% Adjsack rate 
 
OAK/MIA 
43.5, OAK-2.5 
OAK: 24, 22, 25, 5 
MIA: 22, 6, 16, 23 

- A bad secondary in OAK gets a bad passing offense and QB, but could this be the spot 
for Jay to get to some of his wideouts - Parker is coming back, they traded ajayi, and 
they cant run anyway 

- On the oakland side, you have to like Carr and the WR-- Flacco was balling on them 
10/15 for 150 and td before the hit that ‘Caused no symptomns’ 

- Here’s a great sta, these def rank 31-32 in success rate to QBS and passer rating 
allowed, they are each 30-32 against the deep ball as well 

- I think Carr is in play -- hes throwing the ball DEEP alot lately, last two games nearly 20 
deep atts, need shares of crabtree and cooper, possibly Cook 

- There’s a lot to like in the passing games here, and I think this has some sneaky 
potential on the OAK side 

 
LAR/NYG 
43.5, 22/19 LAR -3.5 
LAR: 2, 30, 7, 9 
NYG: 19, 19, 9, 31 

- The question we have to ask ourselves is which Giants def are we going to get here? 
- We know the rams can score, and do it against everyone-- we know that Gurley will get 

nearly 30 touches- he’s certainly in play but be careful what we wish for - def is healthy 
and coming off the bye-- feels like it could be a let down spot if NY has any self-respect 
in their D 

- I don’t mind tyler higbee here, not kidding, he’s a punt TE getting 2 targets per game but 
he’s got chops and could see more action here 

- What else should be interested in? Is this a spot for teh NYG RB? Probably not. Without 
a real passing game, they will struggle here for sure 

 
Atl/CAR 
44, 21/23, CAR -2 
ATL: 18, 29, 13, 10 
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CAR: 3, 3, 8, 4 
- This is crazy to me-- how the mighty have fallen 
- Carolina is not a good football team, they have a OLIne that ranks 31 in the league and 

Cam is their leading rusher 
- They were the lowest socring team to date against the Bucs, one of the worst offenses in 

NFL 
- However, the Falcons def is not good, theyve been consistent with what vegas says and 

that is that they allow 21 poiints per game, while the Carolina def only allows 17 
- So they use the numbers and bait people into betting the Falcons, but this is tricky 
- It’s hard to like anyone except Julio, and McCaffery from this game  
- They have been the most productive and are the most talented pieces in this game-- the 

Flcons couldn’t get it done in two of the best matchups that they will have all year in NE 
and NY, so why like them  

- I’m not starting Cam, i realize ATL has been bad but last year Cam never eclipsed 200 
yards passing, the RU upside is there for sure, the floor is nice but you’re forcing it 

 
DEN/PHI 
44, 18/25 PHI- 7 
DEN: 9, 1, 4, 28 
PHI: 20, 5, 20, 25 

- Denver’s defense just can’t keep up with the turnovers and should not have to, it’s 
terrible second worst TO differntial in the NFL 

- I don’t expect much to get better, rumors of Osweiler starting 
- Philly will definitely limit CJ anderson and that backfield platoon, which has struggled to 

maintain any clairty, 
- The smash spot is obvious, it’s Ertz, and I think Wentz is perfectly fine here, Wentz 

carved up the Panthers, and they grade out as a similar unit, but that’s about all the 
exposure I want to this one 

 
WAS/SEA 
45, 19/26, SEA-8 
WAS: 12, 8, 2, 26 
SEA: 10, 9, 22, 18 

- This is tough spot for WAS oline, who is missing 3 starting Olinemen, they really can’t 
run the ball that well and we’ve seen that if you can’t run the ball against SEA they won’t 
let you throw it 

- They had 49 rush yards against DAL, the second worst rush d in the league, and only 55 
RB yards against SF, the worst 

- Kirk had a dream spot at home against Dal def in passing game, made Jamison crowder 
relevnat, but I don’t like this one on the road 

- SEA def in play no doubt 
- Add Duane Brown to this line and all of the sudden, Russ might have a minute to think 
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- Jimmy Graham and Doug Baldwin in play, the SEA receivers are hard to project but 
baldwin will be in the slot and Graham has a great matchup, plenty of redzone work 

 
Indy/Hou 
48,17/30, HOU-14 
INDY: 32, 31, 29, 24 
HOU; 26, 2, 28, 19 

- These are the two teams in the NFL most likely to score/allow the most points over the 
total 

- So-  
- The whole world will roster DeShaun Watson, and I have no problem going there, Indy 

rush d proved to be a decent unit against a bad line in Cincy I think people will be 
interested in lamar here in positive gamescript, but we haven’t seen him do anyting 
worthwhile, only 3.5 yards per carry I just don’t like this guy and I know he won’t get 
more than 20 touches, but I think he is in play 

- Cheap, at home,  great matchup there are only so many backs we can project like that 
this week 

- As for the pass catchers, my analysis will be sharp here-- yes 
- As for Indy, some TY shares may be interesting in gpps, I think people will chase doyle 

 
TB/NO 
50, 21/28 NO-7 
TB: 31, 21, 32, 13 
NO: 16, 24, 15, 15 

- This game is  good one, now, I think this has the chance to be a shootout 
- There were two blown tds for CHI-- howard dropped a walk in, and millers got called 

back  
- But winston needs a bounce back and will be forced to throw, NO def is good but they 

can be beaten over the top, one of the worst passer ratings aginst deep balls, that’s their 
bugaboo 

- DJax and Mike evans in play 
- Bucs are a reverse funnel and we saw ingram fumble twice, he could easily see a 

reduction in volume this week or not start or somthing high school like that 
- As for the Passing games, you have to love brees/thomas and kamara here- Bucs still 

allowing massive porduciton, adn Thomas has been very consistent with about 9 tgts per 
game, solid 

- I also think we have to like Doug Martin here 20 cheap touches aginst a bad rush 
defense is recipe for keeping drew brees off the field, I really like him in this spot 

KC/DAL 
51.5, 25/25, Pickem 
KC: 17, 11, 30, 14 
DAL: 23, 18, 25, 7 

- KC def is not good, nor is DAL, both of these offenses are good 
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- I think Dez iz very much in play here, deep routes are a problem for the Chiefs and he is 
going to be a focus of the offense 

- I also really like a kareem hunt bounce-back, there are not a lot of bellcow backs on this 
slate, fournette Gurley and Hunt, I think we could see a big game for Hunt, after a few 
quiet weeks 

- In fact, DAL and KC allow the highest exploseive run rates in NFL-- so the DAL backs 
are in play, but lets be clear the whole “Alfred Morris” thing from Jerry was just kneejerk 
media fodder- Cowboys beat reporters were all over McFadden from the start and he’s 
the one who did it last year  

- They already know what they are going to do- what you worry about is a strict timeshare 
with all three including rod smith 

-  
MON: DET/GB 
43, DET-2.5 
DET: 13, 17, 2, 26 
GB: 15, 25, 23, 1 
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